
Essay 2:

Some parents buy their children a large number of toys to play with.

What are the advantages and disadvantages for the child of having a large number of toys ?

These days, we shall see many parents all around the world, who want to buy a lot of toys for 
their young. They give themselves this right, to improve their children`s ability by gathering 
many objects which is the advantage of this issue.

Althought many people want their cubs kids to be clever and smart to have success in their 
challenges.

One good step, is starting to bring various kinds of toys for youth, playthings, but not very 
much. It`s not good/beneficial to showering their sons and daughters with a mountain of 
these colorful toys with a lot of differences in shapes, sizes and many recomanded 
recommended solutions to solve the questions.

Does it work with huge tons of toys ?

There this is a question which, may concern parents for speeding up children`s developing 
important parts of the brain to learning new subjects. Here wealthful wealthy parents will do 
that defentlydefinitely, by getting modernly designed toys, which would insist on effects on 
the process of their knowledge.Toys like puzzles, will suggest middle aged kids to breake the 
bore and earn a little joy, but much experiences with locating them by their colors and 



different shapes. By as athe result, its the most positives action to entertain boys and girls 
with by simulate simulating objects to improving improve their interests. On the other hand, 
many experts believe, many recent toys will be dangerous for peoples and our environment, 
so infants like to ingest. Harmful objects like them, have BPA that is poisen poisonous and 
caused many diseases. Also increasing trashes by producing tons of plastics.

To sum up, parents have to make an informed choice about objects for their offsprings. It`s 
offcourse of course one of the extrem certain parts of their duties to avoid prevent their 
youngs from harm and disability about this situation, besides not to make creating distance in 
social activities.


